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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good morning. As I was introduced, I’m Donavon Gooldy, but you should call me Don.We are going to spend the morning exploring a method of modeling that I hope you’ll find unique and practical in its ability to align your data solutions and your data governance with your business, and there by unify each to one another.I’m going to ask that you hold questions to our Q & A time. Many may be answered as we move though the presentation. 



Going a 
Different 
Direction

Focusing on data’s 
business architecture 
pattern instead of 
engineering

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What we explore today sets a different direction, regarding data architecture and data governance, to that taken by most of the Data and Analytics industry. Our industry is dominated by engineering and technology thought, which challenges our ability to define and organize data according to the business pattern created by business processes. Don’t get me wrong, I have many Engineer and Technologist colleagues. They’re absolutely necessary for the delivery of data and information. But I don’t want them defining business data, any more than I want my plumber or electrician designing my house.Today we explore the top-down approach that logical modeling was intended to be, as opposed to the bottom up approach as it is to often practiced today. Some of you will be familiar with some or most of the concepts I present today, because fundamentally Business Architecture Modeling is built on the relational theory of our data architecture forefathers, such as E. F. Codd and James Martin.But we’re not rehash of relational theory. We’re going to explore a narrative modeling framework that ensures both your data architecture and data governance are in union with one another, according to your business architecture. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This presentation is a subset of about 6 hours of content I use in client engagements. The content is intended to reset enterprise modeling practice on what I call the business architecture.I’ve included more slide content than I will speak to, hoping to fill in some of the gaps created by our limited time together.Today’s presentation consists of an Introduction of business architecture and then the Guiding Principles of business architecture modeling.Because I’m always asked, “Well, how do we use the Business Architecture Model” we have two live demonstrations to explain. We’ll create an Analytics/Consumption perspective sub-model in ER/Studio. The purpos is to demonstrate us of the business architecture model to plan data/information solutions.In Creating Data Solutions, I’ll give a live demonstration that takes an Analytics Perspective and moves it to solution model and then to Physical database model.In this last part of the presentation is the practical demonstration how the union is created between Data Architecture and Data Governance based on the business architecture.



Introduction
What we model, why we model, how we model 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
My clients often ask for supporting materials in communicating their goals of Enterprise business model. Hopefully, you find this presentation both informative and useful as you influence your own organizations. 



What we Model - Target the right architecture
Three Architecture Levels of Business

BUSINESS ARCHITECTURE 
• Purpose for which business exists
• Commerce of business and key support of commerce
• Basis of business questions – business data consumption

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 
• Serves business process automation & operations management
• Produces bulk of raw data
• Narrow focused, limited objectives of completing transactions
• Servant of the business architecture, not its master

OPERATIONS ARCHITECTURE 
• Employees, internal organization, operational facilities, etc.
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2

3

Commerce

Systems

Operations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Every business conducts commerce according to its business architecture. Commerce is the purpose for which the business exists and the basis for the most important business questions. The alignment of data to describe the organizations commerce is our goal. You’ll see the details of this as our presentation continues.At the base of the business is the its operations. This infrastructure of people, organization and physical assets supports the commerce, but doesn’t define it.Systems are the means by which business processes are automated for both commerce and operations. Each system produce the raw, narrowly focused data, based on the limited operational objective of transaction completion. To often enterprise data solutions are created with heavy system bias. Systems are servants of the business architecture, not its master. They do not dictate the business architecture.



What we model - Common foundation for architecture and governance 
Business Architecture

Functional pattern established by business 
process, of business Actors engaging in the 
commerce (Transactions) of Products, in 
accordance with Agreements/Contracts, 
utilization the organization’s Assets, the results 
of which are captured in the Events of those 
business process, which is the basis business 
accounting (GL journaling)

All business questions, all 
data consumption adhere to 
the business architecture

SQL’s declarative structure 
created to naturally state 
business questions in terms 
of business function and 
business relationships

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How we think about the subjects we model makes a significant difference in our approach to the business narrative we express in our model.The business architecture is the pattern set by the organization’s business processes. It’s a pattern of how the various Actors engage in the organizations various transactions of Products in accordance with the organizations contracts as they utilize and/or exchange the assets of commerce. The results of this business activity are captured in business process events, which align and record business results in business accounting.The Business Architecture Model is the structured, narrative description of this pattern.Next slideBy Actors, we name them depending industry as Agent, Member, Teller, Broker, Customer, Client, Policy Holder, Practitioner, etc,.Products are the marketing definition of what a company sells. By Transaction, we name them as Sale, Order, Trade, Claim, etc.Many transactions are the fulfillment of Contracts, but others, such as a retail sale maybe viewed as contracts unto them selves.By Contract, we name them as Account, Subscription, Benefit Plan, Benefit Network Contract, etc.By Assets, we mean money, securities, services, protection, etc. The things of value and cost that are exchanged in commerce. Many times these asset functions are implied, and more subtly represented in the model.Business Process Events are the completion of discrete business process steps, These are the points in the business process at which results of the business commerce are captured and the subjects of attribution.Examples are Claim Adjustment, Claim Settlement, Claim Adjudication Completion, Underwriting Completion, Accrual, Subscribe, Enroll, Termination, etc.Business questions and data consumption centers around these functions. There fore our data solutions and data governance should be in alignment with the business architecture pattern.SQL’s declarative structure is based on an ability to interrogate data objects based on alignment to business function.



Why we model – Isolation of business narrative
Business Architecture Discipline

Common, stable business understanding

Visualization of narrative pattern imparting instant understanding

Ensure non-business concepts don’t invade understanding of business data

Eliminate perspective and use bias in data understanding

Provide unifying foundation Data Architecture & Data Governance

Establish the business basis from which information/analytics arise

BUSINESS 
ARCHITECTURE

MODEL

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We model the business architecture to impart maximum and quickest understanding of data within its broad and deep business context. Understanding and using data correctly requires this context. Graphics visualization is method used to produce a collaborative, common and stable understanding of data. Words alone don’t do this well. We get lost in volumes of text, losing context because a definitive map is unavailable. More about maps in the next section.



– Louis Sullivan

It is the pervading law of all things organic and inorganic, of all 
things physical and metaphysical, of all things human, and all 
things superhuman, of all true manifestations of the head, of the 
heart, of the soul, that the life is recognizable in its expression, 
that form ever follows function. This is the law.

– Frank Lloyd Wright

Form follows function – that has been misunderstood. Form and 
Function should be one, joined in spiritual union.

Data Architecture 
is data design 
(form) that mirrors
business function

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The great building architects of the past were observers of the cause and effect relationship between design form and function supported. As architects we take our queue from Louise Sullivan in his break from “Form Follows Precedent”, when he famously described that “Form Follows Function”. Wright’s observation are even more meaningful to the architect, because form doesn’t just follow function in nature, function follows form. Meaning, function is not just enabled by form, form dictates function; it limits function. This is why so many of our data solutions are limited and difficult to use. Their form does not align with functions of the business’s architecture. Many of them are the product of form following precedent thinking, of engineering, what we did before, what we always do. Form following precedent is not architecture, its engineering.Our goal in Business Architecture Modeling is to define an organized data the mirrors business functions and structure created by the organization’s business processes. We do this because all business questions, all data consumption arises from the pattern of the business architecture, whether business people are conscious of it or not.In doing so, we ensure we can answer any business question and fulfill any data consumption requirement efficiently and effectively, in alignment with business need. Next slideBoth men imply that form mimics function. Indeed that was Wrights method of designing his building for the landscape that surrounded it. Nothing is more applicable in the area of data architecture; in that we model to mimic or mirror the business architecture, so our data solutions efficiently and effectively answer the business questions born of the business architecture. Data Architecture only occurs when the organization’s data solutions are constructed, by architectural means, to mirror the business pattern of data . This is why Modern Data Architecture has nothing to do with data architecture. You don’t get the benefit of data’s business pattern on which business questions are asked, by implementation of technology and engineering.  Business architecture is only understood, in isolation of technology and engineering thinking, if we wish to get architectural (true business alignment) results when we apply technology and engineering to data and information solutions. This is the lesson of the demonstrations we conduct later using the Business Architecture Model to create an information solution.



Why we model – How IT shapes Governance and Data Architecture
Silos of Data Architecture and Data Governance

Enabling direct 
interaction with the 
data by end-users

Allowing users to 
understand what 
data represents

Guaranteeing trust 
in data and SSOT 

Access to the right 
level of data

Enabling routine 
access to data by 

users

Seamlessly 
integrating multiple 

sources of data

Business 
Process

Data 
Quality

Data 
Granularity

Data 
Availability

Catalogs & 
Definitions

Data 
Integration

Data Architecture
Ensuring scalability, performance and security of data sources

Governance
Standardizing data categorization, use, ownership & permissions

Reporting tools
Enabling self-serve report generation

PROMOTE INNOVATION & EXPLORATION

Data Grain notation is 
result of engineering 

thinking replacing 
understanding of 
business function

Not “seamless”! 
Engineering integration is 
system and use biased, 
creating many difficulties 

for direct business 
interrogation. 

Data’s the result of BP

Really about 
data/information 
enablement of 

business capability

With no methodology that 
combines definition, speciation 
context and business definition 
values, often system focused 

instead of business specification 
centric

A product of opinion, 
constantly changing, 
ambiguity, circular 
references. Mixes 

business and systems 
concepts. Suffers from NO 

methodology

“Data Architecture” 
purely engineering and 

technology. No 
resemblance of 

business

Making “data” available isn’t 
enough. Making business 
understandable, directly 

consumable and available is 
the job. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Largely the tactical activity of Data Governance has been shaped to fill in the gaps created by IT’s emphasis of engineering and technology, as well as its inability to understand its business customer’s architecture in isolation of the systems.Pushing the control and responsibility closer to business still presents dysfunction because data governance and the business, lack the methodology to systematically analyze, document and validate the business architecture. Few organizations practice with the realization of concepts that we’ll presented in this presentation Today, Data Governance and Data Architecture are almost always formulated separately. It’s not uncommon to seen modelers throwing a solution model over the wall for governance to fill in the definitions of the data IT has “designed”.In the diagram, Data Governance attempts to define or facilitate the data management components illustrated, but it lacks the business modeling method necessary to discover and set these components according to the organization’s business architecture.Later you’ll see illustration of how the business architecture methodology defines all of this, setting the true business context of data.



Why we model – How Business shapes Governance and Architecture
Unified Data Architecture and Data Governance

Business specifcaton drives data architecture and data governance 

Data/information 
enables business 

by delivering 
information 

enablement in 
decision making 

and feedback into 
operations

Flow of definition 
based on business 

architecture 
context creating a 

wholistic, 
unambiguous 

narrative

Specification of 
business definition, 

business 
specialization rules 
and enumeration 

of business values

Consistently, 
architecturally 

defined on 
business function 

identity

Delivered data fully 
aligned with 

business pattern, 
the basis of 

business 
questions/ 

consumption

Seamless 
integration of 

multiple, some 
overlapping 

sources, based on 
business 

architecture 
pattern

Enterprise Business Architecture Model

Business 
Process

Data 
Quality

Data 
Granularity

Data 
Availability

Catalogs & 
Definitions

Data 
Integration

Business Architecture

Business Data Solutions
Parallel Tracks of Architecture and Management

Data Governance
Managing data according to the business architecture

Data Architecture
Delivering data according to the business architecture

Model produces a 
specification of content 
sufficient to define data, 

control quality, define 
granularity and deliver 

true business data 
integration

Business Architecture 
Model is created well 
ahead of any solution 

development. New 
subject content reconciles 
prior to solution inclusion.

Business Narrative Modeling

Narrative modeling is an 
analysis and documentation 

methodology producing a data 
definition mirroring the business 

pattern established by the 
organization’s business 

processes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The business architecture should be the common foundation and unifier of the organization Data Architecture and Data Governance. Data Governance should never follow data architecture. It should never have to makes sense of an engineered data solution for the business.If we desire conformity between data governance and data solution, the foundation for both is the same.The narrative of the business architecture allows us to define data according the its architectural context that is aligned with business consumption. 



Why we model – Foundation for information enablement of business
Architectural Enablement

BUSINESS ARCHITECTURE PATTERN

DATA ARCHITECT & DATA GOVERNANCE

BUILT UPON AND ORGANIZED FROM

DESIGNED TO FULFILL
SUPPORTING BUSINESS CAPABILITIES

BUSINESS STRATEGY

Information
Enablers

Value
Realization

Insight
Generation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
While we’re on the theme of temples, here’s another one.The Business Architecture forms the foundation that the organization’s Information Architecture used to enable Business Capabilities supporting the enterprises Business Strategy.Without such an understanding of the business architecture, Information is inconsistent, with silos of information that disagreement with one another.In the Analytics Perspective demonstrations just how the business architecture pattern brings consistency to all information organization.Next slideOur use of business architecture modeling is not just consistent with top-down business driven information and analytics capabilities, but the only rational way to ensure business consistency and alignment. 



Why we model – Aligns Governance with the business architecture
Superior Data Foundation

Focus Data Governance on commerce level of business, not operations/systems

2

1

3

4

Glossary definition a product of model’s business narrative methodology

• Flows from narrative method of modeling
• Robust precise definitions of business function and attributes

Data quality specification a natural product of modeling method

• Robust definition of attributes in context of function
• Business rules of function specialization applied
• Valid business reference values integral to business architecture narrative

Stewardship alignment with business and data architecture

• Stewardship scope business function and business architecture domains
• Stewardship contributes as SME and leverages Glossary and DQ inputs

Business Architecture creates a 
union between data architecture 

and data governance at the 
foundational level of data 

definition

Data Governance is to be 
exercised based on commerce 
definition of data and pushed 

down to systems

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’ve seen DG orgs become fixated on existing data patterns in operational systems and data solutions. Their definition of data becomes heavily influence by what they see in these systems and attempt to blend system concepts with what they hear from business. The business architecture foundation focuses data governance on what matters in order to unify data governance with the organization’s data architecture.  The modeling process sets data within the pure context of its business function and its broader relationships within the business architecture.Later we will see how this, produces definition of function, attribution business terms as well as data quality specification, naturally. We will also see at how business architecture can set scope and bounders of stewardship. The point is that Data Governance job has always been to manage, not define. Business Architecture Modeling gives us the tools to define the foundational definition from which Data Governance manages.



Why we model – Know the business architecture before solutioning
Shortening Time to Solution

• Business rationalization is the most time-consuming aspect 
of data and information solution creation

• Doing so at solution design time creates significant 
inconsistency across solutions based on significant 
incongruities with the business architecture

Model is a pre-
rationalizing of data’s 

business context

The business 
template for 

solution model

• Solution structure defined on foundation of 
business function

• Denormalization of business functions follow 
defined business relationship pathways that map to 
both business requirements and technology drivers.

• Solution constructs such as surrogate keying and 
temporal keying added in solution

• Direct physical model generation from solution 
model 

Methodology
produces

demonstratable
business
alignment in 
solution model 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Significant mistakes are always made when modeling solutions without the map of the business architecture to guideLikewise, Significant mistakes are made when attempting to consume raw data lake data without the guidance of the business architecture. Business rationalization at time of data solution design is the most time-consuming aspect of solution creation. And doing so at solution time is problematic in that there is never enough time and its error prone.The secret is to develop the business architecture model well ahead of solution design. My last client knew he had solutions to design in the  next year that would require business alignment..He planned ahead, created his business model. He saved significant time at solution design time and avoided many business errors with just a bit of pre-planning.You will see just how effective this is in our demonstrations.



How we model – Illustrating the business narrative of data
Superior Data Foundation

Describe/identity the 
specific business 

functions interacting 
according to business 

processes
Actors, Agreements, 

Assets, Business 
Activities, Products

Distinguish business 
specialization - the 

structural differences in
function

Establish business rule 
context of data and 

relationships for 
specialization

Give business function 
the context of business 

process, capturing 
business results through 
business process events

Narrate business 
architecture 

relationships as they 
are established by 

business processes

Model the business 
architecture as a 

functional narrative 
implemented in 
graphics and 
annotation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Modeling the business architecture begins with business functions, establishing their identity in what they do. We further distinguish function specialization (subtypes) to define the business rules in which attributes are always populated. We next give these functions further context of business process events that are the basis of function integration and support. For instance in Healthcare Claims or Insurance Claim adjudication process events are integral to the Claim functions. We model those event as part of the Claim function.Finally business relationships are narrated according to function interactions established by business process.The entire business architecture model is a structured narrative of function, implemented in graphics and annotation in order to build, correct, validate and understand the business pattern of data as it the business in its commerce activity.The ability to formulate the narrative is key to our ability to structure the model correctly, validate the model, utilized it in Data Governance and align data solutions with business need. 



Guiding Principles
Making Data Tell the Story of Business Architecture Function 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The guiding Principals are a set of 12 concepts and practices that contribute to a complete functional business narrative, able to guide solution design and support Data Governance.



12 Principles
Not data managment - Not data architecture

Not described by operatonal systems

Business processes make it relational

Every aspect is a narrative

Model is business pattern visualization

Not generalization - Not ”Things”

Model functions of the busienss pocesses

Function identity according to business context

Secialization distinguish data business rules

Relationships require meaningfull narratives

Attribute narrated according to function context

Contracts and business process events key 
elements

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I divide these Principles into two groups, first those that focus on what we model and second into actual modeling practice.What we model is just as important as how we model.Please stay with me through the first 8 slides, we will get to some rather interesting example slides after we do the ground-work.



Segregates business understanding from IT and DM concepts
Business Architecture is NOT Data Management

Business architecture modeling occurs well before Data-at-Rest

• Data modeling not table structuring – Its modeling the business with data
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1

3

Business architecture models used more broadly than defining Data-at-Rest

• Foundation preceding Data Governance

• Foundation for Data-in-Motion – messaging driven by subject function hierarchies

• Enlightens consumption of Data Lake – map to difference between systems data and business data

• Foundational basis in planning Information Architecture

It’s not Data Architecture; it determines whether we have data architecture

• Data Architecture only occurs when our data describes the business architecture

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We shouldn’t equate business architecture modeling with Data Management or Data Architecture. Business modeling is performed well ahead of "data at rest“ design and management. It is well outside of many IT shop’s thinking and ability to pursue. Data modeling is NOT data structuring, creating tables. Since the time of E F Cob and James Martin, it has always been about modeling business function with the descriptive media of data so that data is able to describe the business architecture. Hopefully, what you see here is that the Business Architecture Model is the precursor or foundation of Data Architecture, Data Management and Data Governance, not those things themselves.The extent to which your data architecture’s aligns with business architecture determines the extend to which your data architecture is actual architecture.Next slideThe value proposition of such modeling is for the businesses and their supporting enterprise architecture organization, or business embedded governance organization. It is the means by which business establishes a precise common language and understanding of its functions. And it’s the means by which it may determine whether IT is delivering Business Minimum Viable Product, by whether data solution are in sync with the organization’s business architecture. Data Architecture only occurs when the organization’s data solutions are constructed, by architectural means, to mirror the business pattern (Slide 9). This is why technology and engineering approaches to data architecture, such as Modern Data Architecture have nothing to do with data architecture. The benefit data’s business pattern on which business questions are asked are not found in technology and engineering.  The business architecture must be understood, in isolation of all technology and engineering thinking, if we are to realize architectural (true business alignment) results when we apply technology and engineering to data and information solutions.



System bias responsible for solution dysfunction
Not Described by Operational Systems

Operational Systems data do not describe the business architecture

• Defined and designed to fit narrow operational objectives
• Design often compromised by generalized structuring, design quirks
• High degree of operator manipulation fracture business function and impacts data quality
• System automate & control business processes, but don’t define the business architecture
• System keys don’t align with business keys
• System fixation responsible for numerous dysfunctional EDW and MDM implementations
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Systems fixation focuses Data Architecture & Data Governance on the wrong definition of data 
• Goal - define data and governance on commerce architecture - push down to system architecture
• Systems should serve business, business should not be limited by its systems 

Portions of the business architecture we model may not be supported by systems

• Reporting hierarchies, sales/marketing references, etc.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We won’t go deep into this subject in this presentation. There is a reason why experienced business data practitioners make the distinction between operational, or system data and business data. Unfortunately, this the distinction is lost in much of today’s engineering data deliver.The slide content is pretty much self explaining. 



Purpose is to eliminate use bias in our understanding
The Business Architecture is Relational

ER and UML modeling provides the best method of expressing the unbiased presentation of relationship

• Demonstrates all relationship paths to answer any relevant business question, precluding none

• Alternative is physical relationship – denormalization – bakes in use bias
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3

Business pattern one of logical relationships, established by business process

• Multiple distinct business process relationships between two functions possible, even probable

• Understanding business pattern requires unbiased expression of business relationship

Dimensional and other denormalizations are NOT data models

• Data model describes the business – Star Schema model purpose is to measures the business 

• Implements logical relationships as physical denormalization, eliminates other business relationships

• Create significant use bias to answer certain questions, but prevents others from being asked

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Business Architecture is an expression of function and functional relationships established by business processes. In order to answer all relevant business questions we must identify and understand them all.Our ability to understand and communicate distinct function separate from one another and the relationships between those function is dependent on our ability to model the narrative of relationship, logically, according to rules established by business process. ER modeling method and UML are still the most effective tools of expressing the logical, unbiased presentation of the business architecture, if we know how to use them. They allows us to see it all and choose the pathways appropriate for each business question asked.I’ll let stand for now the statements in point three for sake of time, without going into them. You’ll see a practical demonstration what were talking about in our live demonstrations.Next slideAs an architectural note, Dimensional models are not data models. Entity Relationship modeling is used to describe the functions and their business architecture context. In short, a data model describes  business function. Dimensional models are Information models. The purpose is to define the pattern that measures business function. They are the organization of business measurement (facts) within the context of other business function-based dimensions. Once we cast the denormalized organization of the star schema, we lose the ability to describe the business.Use bias is what the star schema was built for. It gets its performance capacities by baking in use bias based of physical denormalization. The star answer the questions it was built for. However, the built-in demoralization biases can not support all relationship pathways. The star schema is a clear case of how form limits function.This isn’t to say I’m against dimensional modeling. As architects, its our job to understand design form and know where to apply it and where not to. 



Articulation of business’s functional pattern
Every Aspect is a Narrative

Business understood through narrative

• Narrative development integral to producing a valid business model
2
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3

4

Model must tell story how business commerce works

Graphics/annotations mirror business architecture’s structured narrative

Business architecture narrative produces the only stable foundation for Data Governance

• Rich business glossary based on context of business functions
• Data Quality rules established by definition, specialization context and business reference domains
• Drives fit for purpose data quality standard 
• Stewardship alignment with business architecture unifies Data Architecture and Data Governance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Everything we understand about business and how business functions is understood through a narrative. Business requirements and business user stories all use narratives to communicate business understanding.To produce an effective model, we must think in terms that every aspect of the Business Architecture Model, is a business narrative, so that it can communicate the functional business story of how data describes the business. The graphics and the annotations tell the story that mirrors business function and the narrative structure established by business processes determine the relational structure.Data Governance relies on business narratives to establish glossary and business basis for data quality rules. We will see in a few slides just how the model provides data governance with superior narratives. This narrative is also the business specification of what data solutions must provide in order to serve the business.



Reality of the business pattern from which data arises
Visualizing Data’s Context

Photo by Srivats
Venkataram

an
on U

nsplash

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The two map illustrations here are from Apple maps of area around Burnham Park Harbor in Chicago. The photo is of the same area from the same angle of view. If you’re a baby boomer like me, you remember the paper roadmaps which showed you a location “model” of the roadways, and that was pretty much all you got. Apple and Google and other map applications have infused elements of “life” or realism. These new “models” of location and geography provide a wealth of context to our understanding that old paper maps were unable to. Point’s-of-Interest Popups, Satellite View, 3D View, Google Street View, etc. all breath greater reality or elements life into these models of the world around us.In business architecture modeling, we include specific business features and use modeling techniques to infuses elements of “business life” into what we communicate through the model. Function specialization, relationship verbalizations, business process events all give greater context to data, eliminating ambiguity so the consumer may visualize the realistic business pattern that data lives within.In the maps on this slide, you don’t see the people that live at each address, but you’re able to visualize physical context in which they live, work and play. In the business architecture model you don’t see the data values that lives in the pattern, but you understand data’s full business context and know exactly what to expect from the data as it arises from the business architecture.

https://unsplash.com/@srivats22?utm_source=unsplash&utm_medium=referral&utm_content=creditCopyText
https://unsplash.com/s/photos/areal-of-chicago?utm_source=unsplash&utm_medium=referral&utm_content=creditCopyText


Visualization is central to understanding
The Model as a Business Pattern Visualization

Model is the data pattern visualization of business architecture narrative

• Marriage of narrative and graphics – facilitates superior knowledge flow, mass communication, validation

• Functions, data business rules, relationships - structure of the business architecture

1

2

3

Visualization integral to perfecting data’s context and definition

• Collaboration, critical review and validation dependent on detailed narrative visualization
• Visualization is the key methodology element required to define data

If data examples needed, the model fails its purpose

4 If modeler speaks more detailed than the canvas presents, the model is incomplete

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’ll skip over this slide.Skip slideOur ability to Visualize the business architecture pattern is central to understand and utilize data according to that architecture. We model Business Architecture Model so that everyone in the organization has the same understanding of the business architecture and the data narrative that describes it.We also model so we can visualize the data of the pattern. I either haven’t educated my customer well enough in reading the model or my illustration has failed if they need to see data value examples.Review of the model is a review of the narrative. If the modeler must expalin more detail than is represented on the model, then model is incomplete or is generalized.



Modelling the real subjects of business – NOT abstracted “Things”
No Generalization of Business Function

“Party” does not exist in the business architecture

• No business questions about Party

2

1

3

Dysfunctional Canonical/ELDMs are modeled to the “class of things” level.

• Party, Agreement/Contract, Event, Transaction entity generalizations are the refuges of the 
uncertain

• Dysfunction is created by fracturing business subject’s functional narrative, falsely stating business 
identity and obscuring business rules of attribution and relationship

Business questions are asked about specific business architecture functions, not generalization

• Healthcare Payer: Member, Patient, Benefit Plan, Product, Benefit Network Contract, Practice 
Agreement, etc.

• Insurance: Policy Holder, Agent, Insurable Asset, Product, Quote, Policy, Claim, Claimant, etc.
• We hear the narrative in the questions business asks

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We don’t model generalizations of “Things”, such as Party or Event or Transaction or Contract. No businessperson ever asks question about “Party”, but instead about Agents, Customers, Brokers, Practitioners, etc. They ask questions about specific actor types and transaction types and contract types because specific business function is the basis of business measurement and provides functional context of business measurement.Party consolidation’s for singular master data identity are solution constructs. Presence of these generalizations in our business models reflects the we are thinking in terms of engineering, instead of business. Generalization is born of the engineering’s desire to use a single engineering pattern to serve many purposes. It also reflects a desire to skip over the details of organization business architecture.



What it does within this business architecture, defines what it is
Model Functions of the Business Processes

Prime Entities – They are functions defined by 
narrative of specific, discrete thing they do
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Child entities narrated as sub-functions supporting 
the parent function (entity)

• Complex aspect of function

Business Key as narrative of how attributes 
identity the function

Relationships narrative tell specific functional story 
of functional support or functional interaction

Precise, unambiguous story of function, 
eliminates incongruity

6

5

7

Vague or general narratives are incomplete, 
incorrect models

Business Architecture is a commerce story

• How various business actors engage to 
exchange one asset for another in fair and 
open trade

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Business architecture modeling requires us to focus on function. The entities we place on the canvas aren’t just the nouns we hear in business conversations. Except for Event and code entities, they all represent things that “do” in the business architecture.  In other words, they are functions that interact within business processes.In this presentation, I’ll often substitute the word “Function” for the term “Entity” or “Business Entity”. I do so to establish a mindset that what we put on the model canvas based is based on inactions with business process. This means that we model always has a functional definition. What it is, is determined by what it does.This prevents us placing ambiguous objects on the canvas with names such as “Member Detail” or “Plan Profile”, ensuring that data is correctly normalized to identify or describe a single thing of “doing” as they interact according to business processes. So, Prime Entities are business functions. Child entities are sub-functions supporting the parent. Business keys form the narrative of how they establish function identity. Our relations verbalization examples will make this clear.In focusing purely on function, we are taking the most important step that aligns data according the way business asks questions and consumes data. And it ensures we govern data according what’s real in the business.



Definitions with the context of the business architecture
Definition Made for the Glossary

Function Defined on What It 
Does

A Claim is a request for compensation for services, healthcare equipment, medication or other healthcare goods rendered by a 
Provider to a Member based on Plan Benefit and Cost Share of the Member’s Plan, as well as in accordance with Network 
Contracts with the Healthcare Supplier.

The Claim is the fulfillment of the contractual commerce relationships between Member and Carrier based on Benefit Plans, as 
well as the commerce relationship of  Provider and Carrier based on Benefit Network Contracts.

The Claim is typically filled by the Healthcare Supplier for direct payment of services, but may also be for reimbursement to the 
member, who paid in full or partially for the services.

The Claim may be in compensation of an Encounter, an Episode of Care. 

A Claim is specialized as:
• Institutional 
• Professional
• Pharmacy 

The Claim request is the beginning point of a Claim Business Process described by Adjudication Events that redetermine the 
Claims disposition and amounts paid to the Provider or are the responsibility of the member based on Cost Share.

Claim identity is established by the:

• The Billing Healthcare Supplier that files the claim for compensation
• The Billing Provider (NPI) the Billing Tax Entity file the claim for
• The Member that the claim was filled on behalf of by the Billing Health Tax Entity
• The Group or Plan the Subscribe is member to, and upon which Claim is made
• The Claim Service From Date, noting the first day that the services are rendered to the member

It is also be classified according to Product Lines of:
• Mental Health
• Medical
• Dental
• Optometric

Functions context to Business 
Architecture

Significant specializations

Functions business process 
Interactions

Functions business identity 
narrative

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Rather than read the Claim function’s definition, I’ll let you review and determine if this definition is superior to what you see in your business glossaries.Every aspect of this definition comes out of the model process. We first define the function in the initial statements of definition according to what it does. We then state the functions context in the broader business architecture, which is lifted directly out of the relationship narrative of the model as will see in later examples.We next explain the function specializations, once again established by modeling.We further explain interactions of business process on the function where applicable as represented in the model according to related business process events.Finally we provide the narrative of business identity based on business keys, as you will see in later examples. Every aspect of this functions' definition is reflected on the canvas itself. The full context of the model canvas give us the material to build the most robust, useful business definitions for the business glossary.Getting definition and identity of business architecture functions correct is critical because these functions are the basis of all business analytics



We draw on the relational narrative to build definition
Definition from Context in Business Architecture

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As we build our definition of business functions that describe, we draw on its business relationships to other functions to build fully understand of the function based on context.Click bus arch model link.As we go through the illustrations that follow, realize that the examples are from three different industries, each with very broader, deep and detailed business narratives like this one.Detailed narratives of relationship allow us context to eliminate incongruity and ambiguity.Our ability to create a meaningful subject area models require detail to summarize from.Early conceptual models are scratch pads on their way to the logical representation of the business architecture. Meaning full conceptualization and understanding draw on the full context of our business architecture understanding. 

https://d.docs.live.net/dd853424a404877e/DAMA%20Bus%20Arch%20Presentation/Healthcare%20Payer%20Business%20Architecture%20Model%2020200913.pdf
https://d.docs.live.net/dd853424a404877e/DAMA%20Bus%20Arch%20Presentation/Payer%20Business%20Subject%20Area%20Model%2020200816.pdf


Policy Holder Class Code
Insurable Asset Type Code

P

P...

Policy Holder Class Code
Insurable Asset Type Code

Insurable Asset
Asset Identifier

Insurable Asset Type Code (FK)

Policy

Policy Binding Date

Licenced Product Name (FK)
Policy Holder Identifier (FK)

Writing Agent Identifer (FK)
Policy Product Line Code (FK)

Policy Identifier

Policy Holder
Policy Holder Identifier

Policy Holder Class Code (FK)

Claim
Claimant Identifier (FK)
Incident Asset Identifier (FK)
Incident Date (FK)
Policy Holder Identifier (FK)

Claim Identifier
Claim Description

Incident 

Incident Date
Incident Asset Identifier (FK)

Incident Type Code (FK)
Loss Event Channel Code (FK)

Incident Notificaiton Date

Business Insurable Asset

Asset Identifier (FK)

Empoyer Identification Number (FK)

Vehicle Insurable Asset

Asset Identifier (FK)

Vehicle Identificaiton Number (FK)

Residential Property Insuralbe Asset

Asset Identifier (FK)

Address Identifier (FK)

Person Insurable Asset

Asset Identifier (FK)

Social Security Number (FK)

Individual Policy Holder

Policy Holder Identifier (FK)

Social Security Number (FK)

Corporate Policy Holder

Policy Holder Identifier (FK)

Empoyer Identification Number (FK)

Is written to mitigate risk of loss related to assets owned by the

is filed based a loss or liability of the

is filed by a Claimant against the one or more Policies, for damages arising from a loss

is a loss event that may occur against an

Its not grain, it’s the function’s identity
Function Identity from Business Attribution

• Business Identity 
established by business 
attributes expressing a 
identity narrative

• “Grain” is artificial 
concept that obscures 
function identity

• System IDs often do not 
conform to function 
identity

Business identifying 
attributesIdentity narrative of 

business attributes

A Claim is filed by a Claimant who experienced the loss based on an 
incident involving an insurable asset that is the responsibility of a 

Policy Holder, who is either liable for the loss or experienced the loss 

Master Data 
Identities

Master Data 
Identities

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Relative to this prior slide, one of the greatest errors in modeling today is what a natural key, or business key is.Refencing the previous Data Governance slides 9 and 10, so called “grain” determination is something that consumes a good deal of debate and often contention in business measurement. This is because we haven’t clearly defined the identity of the functions in our business models. Our so-called business keys are really operational IDs. System IDs tell give us the system identity assigned to data row, but doesn’t guarantee that the individual row represents a singular instance of a business function. Data solutions that rely on operational keys often have issues in selecting correct business grain and presenting business measurement according to correct grain.When we model function and we set the business specification of the function’s identity in data solutions, based on its identity narrative. By do so it’s no longer a matter of determining grain, but instead determining the functions we measure by and establish context of measurement.It also establishes the basis on which we conform and integrate functionally overlapping content from different systems, based on business identity. It defines the basis on which we establish master data business identity.Establishing business identity in business attribution is one of the most difficult tasks in modeling because it forces to develop a narrative of business identity.



Were we go wrong with function identity - overloading
Each Entity - A Discrete Business Function

A Claim is a request for composition for services, healthcare equipment, medication or other healthcare goods rendered by 
a Provider to a Member based on the terms and conditions of the Member’s Plan and in accordance with Network Contracts 
HSCS may have with the Healthcare Tax Entity.

The Claim is typically filled by the Healthcare Tax Entity for direct payment of services, but may also be for reimbursement 
of the member, who paid in full or partially for the services.

The Claim may be in compensation of an Encounter, an Episode of Care or it may for compensation of fulfillment of Orders 
issued by the Encounter’s Practitioner for subsequent healthcare goods and pharmaceuticals. When the Claim is the result 
of these Orders, the Encounter the Others stem from is reference when possible.

A Claim is typed as:
• Institutional 
• Professional
• Pharmacy 
The Claim request is the beginning point of a Claim Business Process described by Events that define the Claims 
disposition and whether the Claim or part of the Claim is ultimately paid or denied.

Claim identity is established by the:

• The Billing Healthcare Tax Entity that files the claim for compensation
• The Billing Provider (NPI) the Billing Tax Entity file the claim for
• The Subscriber that the claim was filled on behalf of by the Billing Health Tax Entity
• The Group or Plan the Subscribe is member to, and upon which Claim is made
• The Claim Service from Date, noting the first day that the services are rendered to the member

• Function overloading 
destroys data context

• Imposes difficulty 
when interrogating 
discrete function and 
functional aspects

Cartesian of attribute description. 
Not business pattern of which 

attributes describe which identity 
associations

Five Identifying 
relationships

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here we see an all to common error in modeling. Modelers often bring together three or more identifying relationships, often with a surrogate key substituting for them. It’s really a violation of 2nd Normal Form rule. What it means in terms of governance is that the business basis for the function and each of the subfunction is not defined but is munged together. So we can’t govern the data here based on a clear business definition of the functional hierarchy. We can’t give correct business context to each of the descriptive attributes in our governance catalog and we can’t define the business rules for data quality.Implemented in relational solutions we can’t discretely interrogated components of the Cost share hierarchy because we don’t understand the hierarchy and we have no idea based on this model which attributes belong to which pairs of business keys.. This cartesian pattern of identifiers and describers breaks the map of discrete function and the attributes that identify and describe that function.



Normalization’s purpose - to identify/describe singular business function
Each Entity - A Discrete Business Function

• Associative function is 
identified by only two 
entities 

• Each association 
defines singular 
function 

• Each association 
gives district context 
to specific attributes

Cost Share 
function defined

Scope of Cost 
Share sub-function

One or more 
Measures by 

Tier

Clear attribution 
context

Cost Share 
Tiering of Scope 

sub-function

Cost Share Unilimited Indicator

Benefit Name

P

P
Period Maximum Cost Share Cost Share

Benefit Name (FK)
Cost Share Code (FK)

Cost Share Calculation Method Name (FK)

Responsible Party Name (FK)
Prior Carrier Credit Indicator

No Tier

Lifetime Maximum Cost Share

Copayment Cost Share

Coinsurance Cost Share

Deductable Cost Share

Copayment Per Day Method

Copayment Per Visit Method

Etc. Method

Member Party

Insurer Party

Fed Govt Party

Cost Share Unilimited Indicator

Responsible Party

Responsible Party Name

Non-Rx Benefit Cost Share

Benefit Name (FK)
Cost Share Code (FK)

Benefit Name

Rx Benefit Cost Share

Benefit Name (FK)
Cost Share Code (FK)

Retail Copayment Multiplier

Cost Share Family/Indivual Scope

Benefit Name (FK)
Cost Share Code (FK)
Family/Indivual Name (FK)

Product Benefit Cost Share Tier

Cost Share Code (FK)
Benefit Name (FK)
Tier Code (FK)
Family/Indivual Name (FK)

Cost Share Unilimited Indicator
Cost Share Notation

Limited Cost Share Tier

Cost Share Code (FK)
Benefit Name (FK)
Tier Code (FK)
Family/Indivual Name (FK)

Unlmited Cost Share Tier

Cost Share Code (FK)
Benefit Name (FK)
Tier Code (FK)
Family/Indivual Name (FK)

Product Benefit Cost Share Tier Measure

Cost Share Unit of Measure Name (FK)
Cost Share Code (FK)
Benefit Name (FK)
Tier Code (FK)
Family/Indivual Name (FK)

Cost Share Limit Quantity

Family/Indivual Scope

Family/Indivual Name

Family/Indivual Description

Family Aggregate Scope

Individual Member Scope

Cost Share Unit of Measure

Cost Share Unit of Measure Name

Cost Share Unit of Measure Description
Currency Unit of Measure

Treatment Count Unit of Measure

Units Issued Unit of Measure

Percent Unit of Measure

Etc. Unit of Measure

Tier

Tier Code

Tier Name

Tier 1

Tier 2

Tier 3

Tier 4

Cost Share Calculation Method

Cost Share Calculation Method Name

Cost Share Calculation Method Description

Cost Share Type

Cost Share Code

Cost Share Name
Cost Share Description

Benefit*
Benefit Name

Service Name (FK)

Provider Role Name (FK)
Provider Type Name (FK)
Place of Service Name (FK)
Inpatient Status Code (FK)
Delivery Channel Name (FK)
Claim Type Name (FK)

Benefit Description

Etc. Cost Share

distinguishes by Family or Individual Accumulation, the

defines progressing levels of Member obligation designated by Tier for the

defines the Cost Share value and unit of measure basis for a

assignes cost share for Family and individual Accumulators based on the

defines the basis of the

is defined by a

is computed using a

is classifed or typed by a

designates the classes Member obligations for sharing cost of the  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here we define the same Cost Share function based on single pairs of identifying relationships, on pair at a time according to an appropriate business hierarchy. Each pair level represents a discrete functional identity and attribution describing that function (business key). Here we understand each discrete function and can be directly interrogated without manipulation, such as using DISTINCT. We understand the Cost Share’s functional hierarchy and we can govern the data based on this definition.And here we see not just the functional context of the attribute but can define the business rules for data quality based on subtype specialization as I’ll explain in our next slide.



Business rules aid use and drive data quality measurement 
Function Specialization And Data Business Rules

• Model defines data’s 
business rules by 
function specialization

• NO nullable attributes

• NO non-identifying 
optional relationships

Subtype functions share same 
business key as super-type - Not 

variation but specializations

Function specialized because 
relationships and attributes describing 

them different – specialization of function 
narrative

Data Quality dependent on understanding 
business rules of data and relationships 

population

Specialized 
Relationships for 

conditional RI 
checks 

Specialized 
attribution for 

conditional Null 
and value checks 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
From this illustration of Account specialization, we know the business rules of when attributes are populated, and relationships apply and when they are not.We model this way, so we understand the relevant context in which data is applicable for business consumption. Those same rules of business consumption are also the rules that data quality measurement and issue identification.Combine with the precise definition and reference value domains (some depicted in the orange enumerations), all produced by the modeling processes, we have a full specification of data quality that governs solutions.We create reference values as part of business architecture modeling. These are part of the business speciation of data attribution. --You’ll also find a slide in the Appendix related to metadata for data quality checks based on this part of the business definition. 



Narrative promotes function understanding, gives BP “life”
Relationships of Function and Business Process

Line-of-Business Name

Operating Division Name

Line-of-Business Name

Client Type Code

Line-of-Business

Line-of-Business Name

Xx Tax Identifier (FK)

Line-of-Business Name

Xx Corporation
Xx Tax Identifier

Xx State Organization A

Xx State Organization B

Xx State Organization C

Xx State Organization D

Operating Division Name

Client Coverage Contract Eligibility

Contract Date (FK)
Opperating Division Code (FK)
Account Identifier (FK)

Civil Union Indicator
Domestic Partner Indicator
Civil Union COBRA Coverage Indicator
Subscriber Only Coverage Indicator
Employee Maximum Coverage Age

Client Coverage Contract Funding

Contract Date (FK)
Opperating Division Code (FK)
Account Identifier (FK)

Funding Type Code (FK)

Employer Client Contract

Contract Date

Opperating Division Code (FK)
Account Identifier (FK)

Line-of-Business Name (FK)
Open Enrollment Month
Open Enrollment Day

Administrative Services Only

Fully Insured

Cost Plus

Small Business Account

Mid Market Account

Enterprise National Account

Federal Employee Program

Employer Client Account

Account Identifier (FK)

Client Type Code (FK)
Standard Industry Classification Code (FK)

Operating Division

Opperating Division Code

Xx Tax Identifier (FK)
Operating Division Name

Xx State Organization E

Group/Employer Solutions LOB

Line-of-Business Name (FK)

Retail/Consumer Solutions LOB

Line-of-Business Name (FK)

Government Program LOB

Line-of-Business Name (FK)

Consumer Account

Account Identifier (FK)

Master Individual Identifier (FK)

Line-of-Business Name

Retail Group

Group Number (FK)

Government Group

Group Number (FK)

Client Type Code

Account
Account Identifier

Marketing Status Code (FK)
Account Name

Funding Type

Funding Type Code

Funding Type Name
Funding Type Description

Employer Group

Group Number (FK)

Contract Date (FK)
Opperating Division Code (FK)
Account Identifier (FK)

Group
Group Number

Line-of-Business Name (FK)
Group Name

Group Size Description

is a profit center division of Members and Products within

is entered into, for Employer Group insurance with Xx Corporation, by a

is entered into with Xx Corporation through an

is a subordinate business organization, going to market for

is exclusively aligned with the

is established as a result of, and is governed by terms and conditions of the

aligns a Member population with a a

• The structure of the 
narrative

• Functions inherit much 
from their relationships

• Relationships defined by 
business process 
between business 
functions

• Narrating relationships 
perfects understanding 
of the function

Notation: All commerce relationships are 
based on contracts controlling the 
relationship. These contracts are Prime, yet 
dependent associative functions.

Relationships of 
business process (cross 

subject areas)

Relationships of function 
(within the subject area)

Relationship Narratives define the Foreign 
Key attribute definitions!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here we see relationship verbalizations that explain how child functions support the parent function. And we see verbalization of relationships between prime functions established by business processes.These are the most important “life” elements in modeling because the function of the business entity is implemented through relationship. We can not adequately understand and define a business function without understand the nature of its relationships to other functions in the business architecture.Only by modeling data can we adequately define the functional context that data describes.  These kinds of relationship narratives with this level of detail communicate so much business context of the function, that model consumers rarely need to look at business metadata to understand function.That’s because robust functional relationship narratives provides necessary queues in the model that informs us as to what the function does in the business architecture. And when you write relationship verbalizations to this level of detail, you’re able to workout the functional incongruities and ambiguity of your models. Robust relationships narratives form the structural business narrative and are we are supposed to validate the model.These relationship verbalizations are also part of the function definitions we saw in slide 24. If you don’t narrate them, you aren’t able to give proper business architecture context to your business function definitions.I write relationship verbalizations from the child to parent perspective because these define the basis of Foreign Key definition. I typically don’t bother with the Parent to Child verbalization because they clutter the canvas, particularly on the Main model canvas where actual modeling takes place. And since the are typically the inverse of the Child to Parent relationship the are redundant and unneeded.Please also take note of the Notation on the slide. You will find a bit more detail around contract and agreements on Slide 32



Bringing business process life and capability to the model
Business Process Events

Event Type Code

Z

Z

1

P

P

P
Direct Issued

Assumed for Other

Ceded For other Insurer

Claim Coverage Charge Action

Claimant Identifier (FK)
Policy Holder Identifier (FK)

Insurable Asset Identifier (FK)
Policy Binding Date (FK)
Licenced Product Name (FK)
Coverage Name (FK)
Charge Action Date (FK)

Coverage Charge Amount

Claim Chargable Action

Claimant Identifier (FK)
Policy Holder Identifier (FK)
Insurable Asset Identifier (FK)
Policy Binding Date (FK)
Licenced Product Name (FK)
Event Date (FK)

Charge Action Type Code (FK)

Claim Settlement Offer

Claimant Identifier (FK)

Policy Holder Identifier (FK)
Insurable Asset Identifier (FK)
Policy Binding Date (FK)
Licenced Product Name (FK)
Event Date (FK)

Settlement Offer Amout
Settlement Offer Description

Claim Coverage Adjustment

Claimant Identifier (FK)
Policy Holder Identifier (FK)

Insurable Asset Identifier (FK)
Policy Binding Date (FK)
Licenced Product Name (FK)
Adjustment Date (FK)
Coverage Name (FK)

Coverage Adjustment Amount
Coverage Reserve Amount

Claim Submission

Claimant Identifier (FK)
Policy Holder Identifier (FK)
Insurable Asset Identifier (FK)
Policy Binding Date (FK)

Licenced Product Name (FK)
Claim Submission Date (FK)

Claim Adjustment

Claimant Identifier (FK)
Policy Holder Identifier (FK)
Insurable Asset Identifier (FK)
Policy Binding Date (FK)
Licenced Product Name (FK)
Adjustment Date (FK)

Adjuster Identifier (FK)

Claim Remediation Judgement

Claimant Identifier (FK)
Policy Holder Identifier (FK)

Insurable Asset Identifier (FK)
Policy Binding Date (FK)
Licenced Product Name (FK)
Event Date (FK)

Judgement Amount

Event Type Code

Claim Event

Event Date

Claimant Identifier (FK)
Policy Holder Identifier (FK)
Insurable Asset Identifier (FK)
Policy Binding Date (FK)
Licenced Product Name (FK)

Event Type Code (FK)
Claim Event Type

Event Type Code

Claim Event Type Name
Claim Event Type Description

Claim Coverage Settlement

Claimant Identifier (FK)

Policy Holder Identifier (FK)
Insurable Asset Identifier (FK)
Policy Binding Date (FK)
Licenced Product Name (FK)
Claim Settlement Date (FK)

Coverage Name (FK)

Claim Coverage Settlement Amount

Claim Allocated (Direct) Loss Adjustment Expense

Claimant Identifier (FK)
Policy Holder Identifier (FK)
Insurable Asset Identifier (FK)

Policy Binding Date (FK)
Licenced Product Name (FK)
Claim Settlement Date (FK)
Coverage Name (FK)
Charge Action Date (FK)

Accounting Period ID (FK)
Direct Loss Expense Amount

Claim Unallocated (Indirect)  Loss Adjustment Expense

Policy Holder Identifier (FK)
Insurable Asset Identifier (FK)
Policy Binding Date (FK)
Licenced Product Name (FK)
Claimant Identifier (FK)

Adjustment Date (FK)
Coverage Name (FK)

Accounting Period ID (FK)
Indirect Loss Expense Amount

Adjuster

Adjuster Identifier

Charge Action Type

Charge Action Type Code

Charge Action Type Name
Charge Action Type Description

Claim Settlement Type

Claim Settlement Type Code

Claim Settlement Type Label

Claim Settlement Type Description

Accounting Period*

Accounting Period ID

Accounter Period Begin Date
Accounting Period End Date
Days in Accounting Period Count

Accounting Period Year
Accounting Period Quarter
Accounting Period Month

Policy Coverage Earned Premium Accrual

Earned Premium Date

Licenced Product Name (FK)
Insurable Asset Identifier (FK)

Policy Holder Identifier (FK)
Coverage Name (FK)
Policy Binding Date (FK)

Accounting Period ID (FK)
Daily Earned Premium Amount

Policy Coverage Premium

Policy Holder Identifier (FK)
Licenced Product Name (FK)
Coverage Name (FK)
Insurable Asset Identifier (FK)
Policy Binding Date (FK)

Premium Period End Date
Coverage Premium Amount
Earned Preium Days/Premium Period Days Ratio

Policy Insurable Asset Coverage

Insurable Asset Identifier (FK)
Policy Holder Identifier (FK)
Policy Binding Date (FK)
Licenced Product Name (FK)
Coverage Name (FK)

Coverage Exclusion Indicator

Policy Insurable Asset

Policy Holder Identifier (FK)
Insurable Asset Identifier (FK)
Policy Binding Date (FK)
Licenced Product Name (FK)

Policy Insurable Asset Binding Date

Policy

Policy Binding Date

Licenced Product Name (FK)
Policy Holder Identifier (FK)

Writing Agent Identifer (FK)
Policy Identifier

Claim Settlement

Claimant Identifier (FK)
Policy Holder Identifier (FK)
Insurable Asset Identifier (FK)

Policy Binding Date (FK)
Licenced Product Name (FK)
Claim Settlement Date (FK)

Claim Settlement Type Code (FK)

Claim

Licenced Product Name (FK)
Policy Holder Identifier (FK)
Policy Binding Date (FK)
Insurable Asset Identifier (FK)

Claimant Identifier (FK)

Loss Event Identifier (FK)

Claim Identifier

Claim Description

is directly allocated and attributed to a Period based on a 

is directly allocated and attributed to a Period based on a 

is allocated to the Coverage on a per Claim amount basis from the GL for the Period at the time of the  

is classified by a

is reported and aggregated within an

is reported and aggregated within an

is journaled for an

Is accrued daily and calculated dynamically from the paid

is governed by the terms and conditions set by the

is governed by the terms and conditions set by the

is is made in advance the the Premium effective period in payment for the

defines the terms and conditions for insuring the

is the risk mitigation subject of the 

is assigned at the time of the

is classified by a

is by a claimant, for a loss involving a

• Gives Business Process 
Context to Business 
Function

• Gives true context to 
attribution

• Captures the results of 
commerce activity

• Event based analytics

• Giving Accounting KPIs 
business architecture 
context and granularity

Events give business process 
context to business functions

All  results of business activity are 
captured based on a business process 
events. Alignment with accounting

Events establish business BP 
context of attribution and 
relationships

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Modeling Business Process Events is integral to Business Architecture Modeling because they provide pessary process context to many data attributes. Context is everything when it comes to definition and governance.If we think of the Claim function as a business process instead of a business entity, we can model its data in alignment with each of the business process step end states, which are what we mean by events. These are the points in the business processes at which business results captured and are accounted for (accounting). They give the most accurate context to attribution and instill understanding of the business processes in the functions we modelled. Without business process events, the model is just another data at rest model. With BP Events we breath life into the model that gives us unique analytic and information capabilityIn this example we are able to associate the elements of an Accounting KPI know as Loss Ration with the Claim process events of Adjustment Completion, Chargeable Actions, Claim Settlement and Policy Earned Premium Accruals, all in alignment with the accounting period based on Event dates. By doing so we are can distribute the Loss Ratio KPI to the most detailed functions of the business architecture based on business relationship. And we can keep every aspect of the distribution in agreement with Accounting.



Context to the function, specialization, business process – Best glossary
Attribute Narrative

Full Business Name of the Attribute

Claim Service Date is the date on which the services or supplementals 
were render/issues, or in the case of a course of therapy/treatment 
billed, the last services were rendered covered under the Claim.

The Claim Service Date is either the date of an Encounter for which 
the Claim was filled, or it is the last date of Encounter in a string of 
Encounters that are billed, such as in Episode of Care payments, or in 
payment for a course of therapy, such as physical therapy.

The Aspect of the Function that is described

Identity of the function that is described

For Code attributes enumeration of business values would 
be stated here

Variations in how the attribute is determine in specialized 
situation

All business functions of the business architecture are 
identified by Capitalization

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Most of the Glossaries and data dictionaries I encounter at clients have limited effectiveness because of definition ambiguity, incongruity and circular references.The business architecture model provides the most effective environment in which to author business definitions, because it provides all necessary context of function, specialization, relationship and business process, needed to understand data’s place in the business architecture.   Context is crucial. Without it, there is no definition.



Considerations for telling data’s commerce story 
Commerce Expression in The Model 

All commerce relationship are based on contracts

Accounts, Insurance Policy, Subscription, Sale, etc.

3

2

4

6

5

Many transactions are fulfillment of contracts (sales 
returns, loan payments, interest payments)

Contract Identity is not a “Contract ID” but the relationship 
(identifying) between two actors.

Contract Identity may substitute the product that is offered 
by one of the counterparties

Some Transactions are contracts (retail sale, orders, 
security trades)

Transactions are not events, but are a business 
processes that fulfill the commerce goals of the business

8

7

9

The function we refer to as a transaction is the initiation 
of a business process

Events document the completion of each business 
process step on the way to process completion - Results 
of the commerce between actors are recorded based on 
events

Contracts are associative Prime functions that govern the 
relationship between counterparties

1

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I include this slide for you to consider later.I find that transactions and contracts are often not modeled correctly. I include this slide for you to consider as you further digest the presentations’ content.



Analytics 
Perspectives
Planning Business Data Consumption

Presenter
Presentation Notes
OK, So we have this model of our business architecture. Its useless if we can’t use it to drive the business pattern into ever solution that consumes data, whether its messages, MDM solutions, Data Warehouse, Data Marts, Data Hubs, ODSs.



Model must also tell the story of business data consumption
Organizing Analytics Perspectives

A perspective within the Business Architecture Model

• Business architecture basis to measure/prediction business with common functional context  
• Limits the functional context and relationship pathways
• Precursor to creating use bias in information delivery

2

1

3

Aligns data by function with information enablers of business capabilities

• Required to define data value by business function

Planning Mechanism for Analytics

• Depending on solution, may wish to conduct in Business Solution Model of data warehouse
• Some consideration for separate information architecture model warranted

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Show PDF of the main model here.We model at the main model level so that we have an organized model that spans the entire business architecture. We use this to seamlessly isolate subject content relevant to our perspectives.The perspective we create is a sub-model of the main, not a separate model.As you will see in the demonstration in just a moment using a series of prepared models and modeling activity, we focus the model around the central theme or measurement point that drives the perspective or consumption.We then start limiting the functions and relationships that are germane to consumption requirement.Creating an analytics perspective is a precursor for creation of certain types of data and information solutions.One of the interesting aspects of creating these sorts of visualizations is that we can get a very detailed understanding of data’s value as it support business capability aligned with the perspective.We will use the analytics perspective we create in this demonstration, in the solution demonstration that will follow.Go to model 



Creating Data/Information 
Solutions
The Intersection of Data Governance with Data Architecture

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Finally, we come to the intersection of Data Governance and Data Architecture base on the business architecture.We’ve built our foundational definition of data for Data Governance on the business architecture model. Now we build information architecture on the business architecture.  



Model must tell the story of how business is measured
Controls Architecture Alignment of Solution

Narrative structure, 
Data context

Denormalization along Business 
Architecture Pathways,
Dimensional Organization

Analytic Requirements,
History, Reporting Constructs,
Keying Methods 

DATA
SOLUTION

Foundational Data 
Context and 

Business Structure

Impose Physical 
Organization 

Demands

Non-business 
Constructs

Business 
Architecture 

Solution 
Requirements

Technology 
Limitations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In form follows function method of architecture, there are three drivers that impact data and information solutions.The first and prime drivers is business architecture that ensures that data definition and structure tells a true business story.Second is whether the technology we are deploying on requires specific kinds of data organization. For instance, when we first began to implement data-warehousing we ran it the parallel processing and query optimization limits of SMP class servers in the early/mid 90s. Dimensional modelling was devised as a way around these limits. Teradata came along and eliminated this to great extent for anyone willing to pay the price of the servers.Today, Snowflake computing has eliminated the price limitation, allowing us to move back to relational models and organize information on the fly semantically.Lastly Solution requirements are imposed on the model, such as descriptive attribute temporality, reporting constructs, keying methods, measurements, etc.You will see in the solution model even as we denormalize for and SMP server and apply solution constructs, we are still able to prove that our data solutions agree with the business architecture.



Data Warehouse Examples

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’ve included a series of illustrations demonstrating the solution steps to create a Relational Data Warehouse Solution, utilizing the Business Architecture Model and migrating to Business Solution then to Physical Model.I include them here as a reference since we don’t have time to go through them. You will see these same practices in the live demo we are about to start as wee create a data mart solution from our business architecture model.  



Business Architecture Starting Point



Surrogate Keys & Data Temporality

Surrogate Entity supports 
independent temporality 

Move Business Key 
from PK 

Add temporal  added key 
for attribute history 

Establish surrogate 
separate from 
temporal key

Surrogate entity is 
logical only



Generated 1st Step Physical Model

Solution TablesSolution TablesSolution TablesSolution TablesSolution Tables

Sub-types create one 
to one child tables 

relationships

Pre-Subtype Consolidation Move relationship to 
super-types

Move relationship to 
super-types

Migrate subtype columns 
to super-type and remove 
sub-type tables



Physical Model

Not Implemented in DB
No FK Constraints

Columns migrated from 
sub-types

Post-Subtype Consolidation

Physical tables ready to 
add solution audit 

columns

Physical tables ready to 
add solution audit 

columns



Business Process Event in Solutions
One-to-many Events can be 

converted to time variant changes in 
transaction or may be treated as 

child event table  

Child relationships must be 
independent of transaction 

temporal keys

Child relationships must be 
independent of transaction 

temporal keys



Option One – Monolithic Claim Function

Sub-typing on surrogate 
entity isolates children from 
the transaction’s temporality

Sub-typing on surrogate 
entity isolates children from 
the transaction’s temporality

Sub-typing on surrogate 
entity isolates children from 
the transaction’s temporality

Sub-typing on surrogate 
entity isolates children from 
the transaction’s temporal 

key



Option One Physical Monolithic Claim

Sub-typing on surrogate 
entity isolates children from 
the transaction’s temporality

Sub-typing on surrogate 
entity isolates children from 
the transaction’s temporality

Sub-typing on surrogate 
entity isolates children from 
the transaction’s temporality

Sub-typing on surrogate 
entity isolates children from 
the transaction’s temporality

Pre-Subtype Consolidation



Option One Physical Monolithic Claim
Post-Subtype Consolidation



Option Two – Event Analytics Capability

No temporal key – separation of 
business processing events 

eliminates temporal transaction 
changes

No temporal key – separation of 
business processing events 

eliminates temporal transaction 
changes

No Surrogate 
Entity 



Option Two Physical Claim-Even 
Pre-Subtype Consolidation

Z

Z

Z

Z

Z

Z

Z

Z

Z

Z
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Z

Z

Z

Z

Z

Z

Z

Z

Z

CLAIM_EVENT

CLAIM_EVENT_TYPE_CD (PK)
CLAIM_EVENT_DT (PK)

CLAIM_KEY (PK)(FK)

CLAIM_SUBMISSION
CLAIM_KEY (PK)(FK)
CLAIM_EVENT_TYPE_CD (PK)(FK)
CLAIM_EVENT_DT (PK)(FK)
CLAIM_SUBMISSION_TYPE_CD
CLAIM_SUBMISSION_METHOD_CD

CLAIM_DISPOSITION_EVENT
CLAIM_KEY (PK)(FK)
CLAIM_EVENT_TYPE_CD (PK)(FK)
CLAIM_EVENT_DT (PK)(FK)
PRIOR_AUTHORIZATION_IND

CLAIM_PROCESSED
CLAIM_KEY (PK)(FK)
CLAIM_EVENT_TYPE_CD (PK)(FK)
CLAIM_PROCESSING_DT (PK)(FK)
CLAIM_DEDUCTABLE_AMT
CLAIM_COINSURANCE_AMT
CLAIM_ELIGABLE_CHARGE_AMT
CLAIM_ALLOWED_AMT

CLAIM_NATIONAL_PROVIDER
CLAIM_KEY (PK)(FK)
NATIONAL_PROVIDER_ID

COORDINATION_OF_BENEFIT_CLAIM
CLAIM_KEY (PK)(FK)

ENCOUNTER_ORIGINATED_CLAIM
CLAIM_KEY (PK)(FK)
ENCOUNTER_KEY

MEDICARE_MEDICAL_CLAIM
CLAIM_KEY (PK)(FK)
MEDICARE_CLAIM_ELIGIBILITY_INIDICATOR
MEDICARE_CLAIM_DEMONSTRATION_PROJECT_NBR
MEDICARE_CLAIM_ASSIGNMENT_IND
MEDICARE_CLAIM_ALLOWED_AMT

MEDICAID_MEDICAL_CLAIM
CLAIM_KEY (PK)(FK)
MEDICAID_STATISTICAL_INFORMATION_CLAIM_TYPE_CD

BEHAVIORAL_HEALTH/MEDICAL_CLAIM
CLAIM_KEY (PK)(FK)

DENTAL_CLAIM
CLAIM_KEY (PK)(FK)

VISION_CLAIM
CLAIM_KEY (PK)(FK)

PHARMACY_CLAIM
CLAIM_KEY (PK)(FK)

CLAIM_REJECTION
CLAIM_REJECTION_DT (PK)(FK)
CLAIM_EVENT_TYPE_CD (PK)(FK)
CLAIM_KEY (PK)(FK)

CLAIM_REJECTION_REASON*

CLAIM_REJECTION_REASON_CD (PK)

CLAIM_KEY (PK)(FK)
CLAIM_EVENT_TYPE_CD (PK)(FK)
CLAIM_REJECTION_DT (PK)(FK)

CLAIM_AUTHORIZATION
CLAIM_AUTHORIZATION_DT (PK)(FK)
CLAIM_EVENT_TYPE_CD (PK)(FK)
CLAIM_KEY (PK)(FK)

CLAIM_SETTLEMENT
CLAIM_KEY (PK)(FK)
CLAIM_EVENT_TYPE_CD (PK)(FK)
CLAIM_PAYMENT_DT (PK)(FK)
CLAIM_TOTAL_PAYMENT_AMT

CLAIM_PAYMENT_DISTRIBUTION
CLAIM_KEY (PK)(FK)
CLAIM_EVENT_TYPE_CD (PK)(FK)
CLAIM_PAYMENT_DT (PK)(FK)
CLAIM_PAYMENT_DISTRIBUTION_AMT

MEMBER_CLAIM_PAYMENT_DI...
CLAIM_KEY (PK)(FK)
CLAIM_EVENT_TYPE_CD (PK)(FK)
CLAIM_PAYMENT_DT (PK)(FK)
MEMBER_IDENTIFICATION_NBR

HEALTHCARE_ORG_CLAIM_PAYME...
CLAIM_KEY (PK)(FK)
CLAIM_EVENT_TYPE_CD (PK)(FK)
CLAIM_PAYMENT_DT (PK)(FK)
PAYTO_HEALTHCARE_SUPPLIER_KEY

CAPITATION_CLAIM
CLAIM_KEY (PK)(FK)
CAPITATION_SERVICE_TERM_START_DT
CAPITATION_SERVICE_TERM_END_DT

EPISODE_OF_CARE_CLAIM
CLAIM_KEY (PK)(FK)
EPISODE_OF_CARE_KEY

CLAIM
CLAIM_KEY (PK)
HEALTHCARE_SUPPLIER_KEY
FACILITY_KEY
MEMBER_GROUP_KEY
CLAIM_SERVICE_FROM_DT
CLAIM_SERVICE_TO_DT
CLAIM_ID
TOTAL_CLAIM_CHARGE_AMT
DEDUCTALE_AMT
CLAIM_COPAYMENT_PAID_AMT
COINSURANCE_PAID_AMT
CLAIM_PAYMENT_MODEL_CD
PRODUCT_NM
PLAN_NM

CLAIM_COORDINATION_OF_BENEFIT
MEMBER_IDENTIFICATION_NBR (PK)
CARRIER_(TAX_IDENTIFICATION_NUMBER)_ID (PK)
CLAIM_KEY (PK)(FK)
COVERAGE_PRECEDENCE_CD

is made as the result of the



Option Two Physical Claim-Even 
Post-Subtype Consolidation

P

CLAIM_COORDINATION_OF_BENEFIT

MEMBER_IDENTIFICATION_NBR (PK)
CARRIER_(TAX_IDENTIFICATION_NUMBER)_ID (PK)

CLAIM_KEY (PK)(FK)

COVERAGE_PRECEDENCE_CD

CLAIM_EVENT

CLAIM_EVENT_TYPE_CD (PK)
CLAIM_EVENT_DT (PK)

CLAIM_KEY (PK)(FK)

CLAIM_SUBMISSION_TYPE_CD
CLAIM_SUBMISSION_METHOD_CD
CLAIM_DEDUCTABLE_AMT
CLAIM_COINSURANCE_AMT
CLAIM_ELIGABLE_CHARGE_AMT
CLAIM_ALLOWED_AMT
PRIOR_AUTHORIZATION_IND
CLAIM_TOTAL_PAYMENT_AMT

CLAIM_REJECTION_REASON*
CLAIM_REJECTION_REASON_CD (PK)
CLAIM_KEY (PK)(FK)
CLAIM_EVENT_TYPE_CD (PK)(FK)
CLAIM_EVENT_DT (PK)(FK)

CLAIM_PAYMENT_DISTRIBUTION

CLAIM_KEY (PK)(FK)
CLAIM_EVENT_TYPE_CD (PK)(FK)
CLAIM_EVENT_DT (PK)(FK)

CLAIM_PAYMENT_DISTRIBUTION_AMT

PAYTO_HEALTHCARE_SUPPLIER_KEY
MEMBER_IDENTIFICATION_NBR

CLAIM
CLAIM_KEY (PK)
HEALTHCARE_SUPPLIER_KEY
FACILITY_KEY
MEMBER_GROUP_KEY
CLAIM_SERVICE_FROM_DT
CLAIM_SERVICE_TO_DT
CLAIM_ID
TOTAL_CLAIM_CHARGE_AMT
DEDUCTALE_AMT
CLAIM_COPAYMENT_PAID_AMT
COINSURANCE_PAID_AMT
CLAIM_PAYMENT_MODEL_CD
PRODUCT_NM
PLAN_NM
NATIONAL_PROVIDER_ID
ENCOUNTER_KEY
CAPITATION_SERVICE_TERM_START_DT
CAPITATION_SERVICE_TERM_END_DT
EPISODE_OF_CARE_KEY
MEDICARE_CLAIM_ELIGIBILITY_INIDICATOR
MEDICARE_CLAIM_DEMONSTRATION_PROJECT_NBR
MEDICARE_CLAIM_ASSIGNMENT_IND
MEDICARE_CLAIM_ALLOWED_AMT
MEDICAID_STATISTICAL_INFORMATION_CLAIM_TYPE_CD



Questions
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Appendix



Modeling to Communicate



Presentation and Utility Increase Model Value

2

1

3 Organization model to rapidly create custom presentations

• Layout to create custom presentation specific content in minutes, rather than 
hours

Formatted for easy digestion of narrative increase value of the model

• Broadens the audience of uses
• Easier read imparts greater understanding 

Focus communication on business architecture narrative alone

• Included only what is relevant for communication
• Maximize relevant information with graphics, color, placement, naming, 

annotation 

• Data Architect:

• A Business Analyst
• A Business Writer
• A Graphic 

Illustrator



Format for Easy Digestion

2

1

4 Relationship line discipline

• Use relationship channeling technique between subject areas
• Avoid relationship line cross over – never pass behind non-relationship objects

Order model according to narrative flow

• Left to right subject flow
• Left to right, top down story of subject function

Canvas real estate is cheap, use it liberally

• Group related content and space for separation of concepts 
• Framing where useful

5 Study graphic composition – how viewers naturally follow flow of inform

• Practicing based on how viewer follow graphic presentation enhances information transfer

3 Use Entity Color Classification 

• Breaks up canvas – visually separates function canvas, making model easier to follow



Focus on Business Architecture - Commerce

2

1

3 Use relationship narratives to promote function understanding

• Relationship phrasing tells function’s story on the canvas

Include only what’s relevant to business understanding

• No indexes, surrogate keys, operational keys, alternate key, temporal keys, reporting constructs, etc.
• Class words denote business use, imply data types – no data types or domains on the canvas 

Use content enumeration as visual cue of classification or aspect concept basis

• Basis should be reflected in the name as well



Organize for Rapid, Custom Presentation Creation

2

1

Organization model to rapidly create custom presentations

• Layout to create custom presentation specific content in minutes, rather than hours
• Use sub-models liberally for customized communication/review

Order the model according to a coherent subject narrative - customer actor to commerce transactions 

• The story makes the model digestible and memorable
• Linear story layout enhance model utility as well as banner printing 
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